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Team Assessment
Teams that agree upon, write down and then engage one another in a manner that truly honors their TEAM 
VALUES are taking huge steps to create a culture of POSITIVE WORKPLACE MENTAL HEALTH.

Listed below are the TOP 3 TEAM VALUES that consistently come up in conversations when people 
contact Powerful Play Experiences for a workshop. Place a check mark next to all that presently apply to 
your team in today's world of work.

 Happy At Work. Show your team members how important they are. Value 
       Happy At Work. Break down barriers and silos while pro actively building Happy into your 
       workplace culture.

___ We intentionally start and finish the workday on a good note and bring happy to our work 
      environment and team throughout the day.
___ We regenerate and rebuild motivation and positive energy for the next big task by taking a 
      few minutes for our own personal wellness by stepping away from work.
___ We help our co-workers. We know that research shows that helping others actually makes
      you happier.

 Work In Collaboration. The goal is to not just get everyone happy to be where 
       they are but also pulling in the same direction. Ultimately, this benefits the team, your 
    services, and your clients. 

___ We show interest in each other and the work that each and every one of us carries out.
___ We tap into the opinions and the knowledge of our team members.
___ We work together and not against each other. Why? We are all Leaders. We pitch in even if it 
       is not our role. 

 Respect for Personality Differences. Respect is not just a demonstration   
       that you understand others but a heartfelt “I Care!!” attitude.

___We have a very diverse group of people with many different personalities, skills and 
     experiences. And we come together to create some amazing stuff.
___We believe that communication style differences is to be expected. Communication affects 
     every aspect of our work. We work together to prevent all unnecessary frustrations and a 
     breakdown in communication.
___We pay attention to what other team members say and do in order to understand and 
     appreciate different points of view. We respond appropriately.

75%- 100% Checked. ( 7-9 Checked )
“Yes. My Team Is Consistently Committed To These Team Values. 
I Will Contact Robert For An Appreciation & Recognition Workshop!”

Less Than 75% Checked. ( 5-6 Checked )
“My Team Is Somewhat Committed To These Team Values.
I'll Contact And Meet With Robert About Positive Workplace Mental Health...For Teams.”

Less Than 50% Checked. ( 1-4 Checked )
“What's Stopping Us? I'll Contact Robert Today.”



When your Team agrees upon, writes down and then engages 
one another in a manner that truly honors their TEAM VALUES, 
your Team is taking huge steps to create a culture of POSITIVE 
WORKPLACE MENTAL HEALTH. In no time, you will notice 
these positive changes.

• People’s ENERGY passionately shows up each and every day. 
  This motivates collaboration and commitment.

• People’s RESPECT in the workplace 
   supports the exchange of open and 
   honest communication.

• People’s SKILLS & EXPERIENCES 
   result in the courage to embrace  
   ongoing workplace changes.

• People’s WORK SATISFACTION is  
   abundant while plenty of Happy At 
   Work is very much apparent.

• CONNECTIONS with one another are 
   obviously authentic, transparent and 
   inspire trust.
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